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SOFIA VERGARA PARTNERS WITH NINJA TO LAUNCH THE NINJA COFFEE BAR
®
Groundbreaking Ninja Coffee Machine to Change the Way Americans Brew Coffee

™

Newton, Mass. – (Aug. 28, 2015) – SharkNinja, an innovative leader in the housewares industry, is
proud to announce its collaboration with coffee connoisseur and Emmy-nominated actress, Sofia
®
™
Vergara, and unveil the Ninja brand’s new coffee machine, the Ninja Coffee Bar brewer. It features
™
revolutionary Thermal Flavor Extraction technology, which delivers a variety of sizes and styles while
achieving the perfect brew richness level every time. Ninja has completely reinvented the traditional drip
coffee maker by designing a machine that unlocks coffee grounds’ full flavor potential and provides
smooth, rich and well-balanced hot and cold coffee and specialty drinks.
A native Colombian, Sofia is a passionate coffee lover. So, when SharkNinja CEO, Mark Rosenzweig,
invited Sofia into the development process for the groundbreaking new Ninja Coffee Bar, she jumped at
the opportunity to help develop a coffee machine that would enable her to enjoy the full flavor potential of
coffee.
With its Auto-iQ™ One Touch Intelligence Technology, the Ninja Coffee Bar delivers customizable
options for smooth, rich coffee in a cup, travel mug or carafe. “When Mark told me about their plans to
create the Ninja Coffee Bar, I knew I had to get involved from both a personal and business perspective,”
said Vergara. “This is the best coffee I have ever made on my own and the best coffee machine I have
ever used.”
According to Luis Balaguer, CEO of Latin World Entertainment, “SharkNinja is a company known for
innovation, market dominance, and customer satisfaction. They truly share Sofia's passion for both coffee
and creating products that enhance the lives of their customers. A perfect partner for the Sofia Vergara
lifestyle brand."
The Ninja Coffee Bar also makes refreshing iced coffee by allowing users to dial up the richness of their
coffee to offset the dilution caused by melting ice. By dialing up the richness even further, the consumer
can make both hot and cold specialty coffee drinks traditionally served only in coffeehouses. Vergara
continued, “I never even thought it was possible to make a great iced coffee at home! Why go out and
spend a lot of money when you can make amazing coffee drinks in your own home? I’m thrilled to be
collaborating with SharkNinja to bring delicious coffee and specialty drinks to kitchen countertops all over
America.”
“Offering Classic Brew, Rich Brew, Over Ice Brew and Specialty Brew, The Ninja Coffee Bar will not only
transform the coffee industry, we believe the new technology we’ve developed together will truly change
the way consumers make—and drink—their coffee,” said Rosenzweig. “The Ninja Coffee Bar will help
coffee lovers create delicious, rich, smooth coffee, iced coffee and coffeehouse-style specialty drinks to
enjoy at home and on the go.”
The Ninja Coffee Bar is available at major retailers nationwide, starting at $149 MSRP.
For more information about the Ninja Coffee Bar brewer and additional SharkNinja products, please visit
www.ninjacoffeebar.com; you can also learn more at Facebook.com/NinjaCoffeeBar and
@NinjaCoffeeBar on Twitter.

About SharkNinja
SharkNinja is an innovative leader in the housewares industry and creator of the familiar household
®
®
brands Shark and Ninja . SharkNinja provides the latest in easy-to-use innovative technology with a
growing line of products that consists of Shark cleaning and garment-care products and Ninja kitchen
appliances. Products are sold at major retailers and through distributors around the world, as well as
directly to consumers. Ninja, and Shark are registered trademarks of SharkNinja Operating LLC.
sharkninja.com
About LatinWE
Latin World Entertainment is the premiere Hispanic talent management, entertainment-marketing,
production and licensing firm in the U.S. LatinWE represents the biggest stars, opinion makers and
trendsetters in the Spanish-speaking entertainment world and leverages that star power to take brands
into the burgeoning US Hispanic market. www.latinwe.com.

